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Fiji definition: a country formed of over 800 islands in the Pacific Ocean. Learn more.. Add ${headword} to one of your lists
below, or create a new one. More. Go to your word lists. Close the sidebar. Tell us about this example .... Fiji officially the
Republic of Fiji is an island country in Melanesia, part of Oceania in the South Pacific Ocean about 1,100 nautical miles (2,000
km; 1,300 mi) .... VITI LEVU, or Great Fiji, is the mainland of the group marked on the map of the ... many of the roots are
common and some of the everyday words are identical.. Bati are the traditional warriors of the Fiji Islands the word itself
loosely translated means soldier, bodyguard in Fijian. it is derived from the word meaning teeth or .... Vinaka is the second most
common Fijian word you can expect to hear. It means thank you. Fijians are very friendly and helpful, so remember to say
vinaka after .... Here are some of the most popular and useful phrases for you and your kids to learn before arriving in Fiji. 1.
Bula – Pronounced 'buu-laa', this common Fiji phrase .... Definitions for Fiji ˈfi dʒiFi·ji. Here are all the possible meanings and
translations of the word Fiji.. A country in Oceania comprising over 300 islands. Official name: Republic of the Fiji Islands.
FIJI HINDI, proper noun. The Indo-Iranian language spoken by .... Define Fiji. Fiji synonyms, Fiji pronunciation, Fiji
translation, English dictionary definition of Fiji. Fiji An island country of the southwest Pacific Ocean comprising .... On a
recent trip to Fiji, we drove into the city of Nadi to have dinner at the local McDonald's. Because the location is undergoing
renovations, we .... an independent republic, consisting of 844 islands ( chiefly Viti Levu and Vanua Levu) in the SW Pacific: a
British colony (1874–1970); a member of the .... Karen Brison writes that Fijian Pentecostals do not often use the term mana,
and quotes an interlocutor who says,. 'Hmm, man[n]a. That's not really a Fijian word, .... If you're planning to visit the island of
Fiji, it's not only polite to familiarize yourself with some common words and phrases in this language, .... – O sā lako i vei?
Good day (a polite greeting and one of the first Fijian phrases you will hear). – Nī bula. A less formal greeting (literally .... Fiji
definition, an independent archipelago of some 800 islands in the S Pacific, N of New Zealand, ... Some words are challenging,
and some words are scary.. Fiji - WordReference English dictionary, questions, discussion and forums. All Free. ... Forum
discussions with the word(s) "Fiji" in the title: Fiji Islands or the Fiji .... Fiji. An island country of the southwest Pacific Ocean
comprising about 320 islands. Populated by Melanesian and later Polynesian groups, the .... Synonyms for fiji ˈfi dʒi. This
thesaurus page is about all possible synonyms, equivalent, same meaning and similar words for the term fiji .... ... years of living
in Fiji and reading The Fiji Times daily (and other newspapers occasionally), i have, to my recollection, only come across the
word 'heckle' once ... 87ec45a87b 
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